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Something fnr a Rainy Day
• H. E. Francis
WHETHER or not sKe could
see the stranger, she chan't
know ^ with the dying sun
so bright on the restaurant window.
But she tried, arching her hand over
her eyes as she drew^ as close as
discretion allowed. Bhnking, her
eyes traveled the interior, skimming
tables and chairs, across the par-
queted floor, dow^n the counter. She
did think there was something face-
tious in it all: she, a mid-thirty
teacher in a thimble-sized town,
peering into a pubhc window at a
strange man she'd never seen before.
But we do funny things sometimes,
and who wouldn't after hearing
about him for three days? Besides,
a person without curiosity is as good
as dead, so it's not at all unnatural.
Oh, he was there!
At his sudden collision with her
eyes, her doubts retreated. Incredi-
ble! What the kids said was true:
seven feet tall, at least! She saw
only his back as he sat at the coun-
ter, in a black suit, unbehevably thin
and narrow — almost shoulderless.
His legs hung in beanstalky tangles
about the seat stem, rooted in his
big shoes — growing right out of the
floor, he looked. So that was the
stranger!
It w^as quite early for supper, but
'—' of course! — feeling conspicuous
last night, he must have decided to
eat early to avoid the gapes, w^hich
would certainly be worse now that
w^ord had really got around. Con-
fessedly, she herself had passed last
night, but had dared not stop.
Dared not, indeed! Into what
walled-in pit had she fallen that she
could no longer yield, on occasion,
to true impulse?
Beyond the sparkly clean pane,
Ernie the waiter whisked along the
counter, setting the food down, with
admiration and awe, before the tall
man. Even with Ernie standing,
the stranger was taller. Projecting,
she saw herself a mere miniature
beside him.
Everyone said his face was ugly.
But from such a perspective — look-
ing up^-it would be. wouldn't it?
Oh. if only she could see his face
down here!
Aw^are (in the pane) of the boys
sitting on the Post Office steps, she
gazed away, with affected noncha-
lance, down the street. Well-trained
little vultures, she thought, in uncon-
scious sympathy with the stranger.
She realized she was an obstacle
between the man and them. W^ith
a distracted glance at her watch
(4:55), she feigned an impatience
v^hich impelled her as if instinctively
to the corner. So terribly early. Yet
soon the supper hour would be on,
the restaurant full. In clever annoy-
ance she glanced both ways, smooth-
ing her gloves in emphatic little tugs
to reinforce her artifice.
Useless, unnecessary evasion! She
turned abruptly and retraced her
steps, stood, gazed at the watch,
turned. Oh, what was she doing
here anyway? But in answer he
jack-in-the-boxed into her mind >—
the long back, the spidery legs ^ a
1
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queer compulsive moment in which
she recognized some strange person
never seen Deiore.
It was so silly, this inside world
of the head. For she did not look
at all impulsive. In a mirror she
was undoubtedly a simple, attrac-
tive, fading brunette, with enough
poise and dignity to command. But
inwardly? That belied it all. Judged
on how^ you looked, w^hat of the
rest? No one knew, really. Yet peo-
ple pegged you. Why unpeg your-
self? They'd never believe you. But
strangers didn't know you were peg-
ged. Maybe that explained the ir-
resistible desire that swept over her:
He would see her new. And w^hat
wouldn't that be like: a new her
in the mirror?
Inside, Ernie was talking to the
man, \vho nodded, raised his fork,
carving the air descriptively. And
she couldn't hear a thing! A frus-
trating silent movie with mouths too
fast to lipread. Well, why stand
here? Instinctively she turned to go,
but such an impulse besieged her
that she swung back, into the res-
taurant, and regardless of what any-
one would say about her, a school-
teacher, she w^alked straight across
the room, w^ithout turning her head
to one side or the other, and sat
beside the lanky man in black.
Composed, she reached for the
menu. But his long arm had it first
and extended it with a rapidity not
the least awkward.
"Oh, thank you." She saw his
hands (calloused, nicotined, broken-
nailed), then his face. And it was
ugly. Yet she couldn't withdraw her
eyes, for each of his features, though
she failed to see them as a whole,
was strangely incongruous and fo-
cused attention. His thick mouth
crossed his face in a dubious laugh-
frown.
"Why did you sit there? " Then,
unobtrusively, with a warm and
natural curiosity, he added, "People
usually don't; that's all."
"W^hat? Sit here'— on this stool?"
She had caught a mood. He
laughed — surprised and delighted.
"No »— next to me.
"
"Oh . . . But why?" She stole
a look at his eyes, Brow^s heavy
as shields. Deepwater wells in a
sad place. But his nose, aslant and
obtrusive, w^as really homely.
"Because I'm ugly. People don't
like to sit next to ugly men." He
was quite candid. "I am. It's all
right; / know it. Honest I do. " Her
eyes fluttered uncertainly over his
weathered skin, touching innumer-
able tiny w^hite scars.
"You're so strange. " W^ith de-
lightful recklessness, she laughed >—'
a little. "Yes you are."
He laughed aloud at that. So did
she, from purest pleasure that she
could ignore the eyes in the mirror,
the insinuating glances of the cus-
tomers behind them. Amazing!
How instinctively he knew^ she
would laugh with him.
"Do you often say that ^ to
whomever you meet, that is?
"
You speak so w^ell, so ^-
"
"Oh, I'm a teacher -^ Miss Mead.
Don't let it bother you."
Rand Dean. You don't care how
I speak?
"
It wouldn't be very vv^ise of me
to alienate people that way, w^ould
it? But seriously, do you say that to
many people — about the ugliness?"
"Oh, no ^ almost never. "
"But why to me?
"
"Just happened to come out that
way, I guess. Why have a why for
everything? It could've been protec-
tive; anyhow you looked like you
were about to laugh."
"Did I really? Oh . . . .
"
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"Besides, you sat here."
"But suppose it were someone
else?"
"You don't understand. Most
people don't sit beside me. It's rare
and I like it.
"
"Why don't they? What I mean
is, do you really think there's a con-
scious reason?
"
"Yes. " Only this time '— a cold
deadness.
"Oh? Well . . . I'm glad you
know. Sometimes it's easier.
"
"It's because I'm too tall for
them," he said simply.
"W^hat!" Incredulity escaped in
her caught breath.
"Yes, I'm too tall for them.
"
Twisted in whimsical pain, his face
became more ugly. How absurd!
Too tall for us I
He gave his fork a clumsy shovel
into the pie. She dared not speak.
She returned to her own plate,
blunderingly leaden, one who has
gazed mutely on the forbidden. For
a while they ate, silent in the clinks
and chatter of the room. Of all the
clumsy things! Why had she let
it all get the better of her and drive
her in here in the first place?
"It's kind of silly, even to me,
"
he said, breaking into a chuckle.
What a thing ^ to laugh at himself!
"But it's true. Not just that I see
over their heads, but I never did
things exactly their way. Too much
competition in my ow^n self, I guess.
Imagine that? Pretty hard to make
myself smaller because I'm too stiff
and straight.
"
"W^hy, it must be terrible. Only
there must be advantages to it that
we don't have. Just think — you
never miss out on anything, or worry
about crowds; you get there first and
you can certainly see everything.
"
"It would be nice to be lost in a
crowd."
"Oh-"
Mercifully Ernie knifed-in a sharp
"Anything more? " scribbled the
checks, and set them by their plates,
with a last zipped look over Rand
Dean's extremities.
Nothing remained but to go. It
was so awkward. She opened her
purse, felt inside, thinking He'll go
first. But oh, he was determined to
sit. Careless, without a word, she
rose. The proprietor smiled. Yes, a
good meal — she always told him so.
Her hand touched the beautiful
counter flow^er.
"W^hat is it? " she murmured,
breathing its abundant scent.
"Jasmine." His voice. She turned.
"It's lovely.
"
In California they have whole
trees of them. Every night ^ in San
Diego — vv^hen I came up the stairs,
there w^as this scent '— like a woman.
Come to find out, the landlady said
it was a tree lets its flow^ers out
only at night. She showed me,
through the little window on the
stairs, a w^hole garden up in the air,
and the moon makes it like burning
white in the dark. I'll never forget."
"How heavenly!" She started to-
ward the door.
"In the day they go. Oh . . . I'm
sorry. I don't even seem polite, I
suppose, not asking if I can speak
and following you this w^ay. I'm
sorry.
"Why . . . it's all right." How
he towered! "I don't mind at all.
I enjoyed the dinner and the talk."
"You ^- Do you think — well, you
were so kind, I'd like to w^alk — may
I ^- a little v^^ay w^ith you. " The
pendulum of the smile-frown hung
on his face. W^aiting was such
visible agony.
Such madness! she thought, but
.... "It would be nice to have
company," she murmured decisively.
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"yes, " smiling tKrougk it all, at
Ernie, at the cashier, at the man who
followed her out into the boys
gathered clannishly for a glimpse of
the giant.
"Miss Mee — eed," they chorused
brokenly. Impishly one removed his
hat. But when he came out, they
shifted, making a path awesomely.
As they divided, whimsy seized her.
Moses . . . the Red Sea, she smiled
blasphemously.
"Don't you ever get tired of mov-
ing. Rand? Or shouldn't I ask,
knowing you only two days? Still,
I should think after a vv^hile you'd
want a place to belong to, so thai
you'd feel secure. " How he frowned
at the v^^ordl
They were nearing the bay, a long
gray divide filed to a pinhead in the
distance. His gaze was filled with
wonder.
"I'd like to belong," he said. In
dead earnest. To what? But the
look of him ^ at something out there
•— intrigued her.
"I so wish I could see it from up
there — with your eyes, I mean. "
Her laughter chimed into the buoy's
ringing over the water. But sud-
denly she was ^-^ up there. He'd
swooped his arms dow^n, caught her
up — high. But she didn't see: his
face was so close, she had to look
into it; she might never see it again
this w^ay. "Oh!" she cried, startled.
Pained, he set her dow^n at once.
"I'm sorry. I was carried away.
You said ^ Well, I alw^ays take peo-
ple too literally."
"Oh, no. It was all right. Just
sudden. I'm sorry if I've offended
you. " No use. Something vanished.
He became distant — and how^ silly
sad he looked. Oh, the fault's mine;
perhaps I gave him something when
I wanted to share the view.
She'd have to leave him that way
now, go back to sitting in the de-
crepitude of a long evening's wait
for nothing, poring with unseeing
e^ es over those volumes of Aquinas,
Spinoza, Bergson, who made her
head reel, until '— sometimes •—' she
understood, burst into a break in the
sky toward w^hich she plunged for
a glimpse into the thousand beyonds
that it opened to her. She felt high I
So high, and pure .... Then the
fire crackled, the clock struck, a bell
rang . . . and she plunged, cavern-
ously, into the room, dismal corners
untouched by light, dingy yellow
plaster, faded walls that made her
feel I— at thirty-three -— old.
. . . it was only early evening
now and she would die in twilight
in the house. Because you're a fool,
you don't know how to handle men.
He tried, but you brought him down.
Yes, youJ
She dug her nails into her palms.
The diamond glittered, bespeaking a
small fortune. Aunt's. What with
jewels and her first editions >—' she
had her little something "for a rainy
day." But what if it poured? Hal
She pressed her palm soothingly.
"Are you hurt? Let's see. What'd
you do — tear it on a pin or some-
thing? " He took her hand. Her face
went hot; a tremor excited her heart-
beat. Oh my God! I'd forgotten
what it's like to feel. She drew her
hand away. Touch me again, please.
But her hands huddled in her pock-
ets protectively, afraid.
"I'm sorry, " he said.
"Please. Please don't keep saying
I m sorry.'
"I'm sor '-- There I go again. I
spoil everything.
"
"It's all right. I shouldn't have
said it.
"
"It's what's always been wrong.
W^hen I was a kid, I never w^as so
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awkward. Other kids liked me.
Then I got sick ^ for weeks. Over-
night: a bean. Growing too fast,
they told my mother. Well again
—' I went out into a new place. Oh,
the world hadn't changed. / did.
Got the feehng I was reaching for
something others couldn't reach.
Maybe they knew that too. But I
was just the same as they were, not
a I— mutation, not different ^- just to
look at me, that's all.
"
His intensity embarrassed her visi-
bly. "I know you won't beheve me,
"
she said, "but I'm ashamed because
I don't know how to let you know
that I understand what you mean.
I had a boy once — '
"Yours?"
"Not a son. I've never married.
High school, he was. Afraid of the
other students because he wasn t
hke them. But such a mind! He
read too much. His own mistake, he
said. / don't think so, do you? At
least as a teacher, I don't. One night
he came to me <— crying. He charged
right in and spoke down into my
face. I hate books,' he said. Just
like that. It was dreadful. For a
minute it frightened me. He was
so big, but I knew him well. He
made me look at the books on my
walls. 'What good did they do
you? he said, shaking me. I started
to cry. And he sat down on the sofa
and cried too. He put his arms
around me and kept saying, 'I'm
sorry, I'm sorry.* And I held
him ..."
Staring down at her, his sharp,
scrutinizing look made her self-
conscious.
"Please don't look like that. You
see, I loved that boy ^- oh, not physi-
cal love, but he made me ahve. I
/elf those books burning behind me;
I felt hke the only hving thing in
all those ashes. But I suppose he
was wrong in denouncing the best
we have."
"But he was right," he said.
"Once I told myself, you'll find the
greatest thoughts of the greatest men
will help you find something to live
by.' Well, they made me stranger
than I was ^ to others. So I thought,
to hell with the mind; make the
body live, every part of it to know
itself capable of every pleasure,
every pain.
But why stop when you're so alive
with it? Like me. I'm dead. In a
dead place. Feigning indifference,
she said, "What then? You can't
go forever wandering. You don t
have a job waiting, do you?"
"No. I'm just riding. When I
decided to prove — to myself — that
I was the same, I took any kind of
work so I could feel life, every bit
of it."
"What kind of work?
"
"I started with the worst thing,
maybe just to feel debasements-
joined a carnie. Got the sideshow
treatment. A big sign >— TALL
MAN. A long speech I gave, made-
up lies that made me seem more
different. I got it all — pity and con-
tempt and scorn. On an old lady's
face, sometimes a cripple's, I got
the kind of sympathetic love that
made me sick. But the kids were
worst; I wasn't even human to
them."
Looking up, she saw him that way
now, like in one of those carnival
mirrors, longer than wide.
"But vv^hy did you come here?"
"Just to keep looking until I find
in one place w^hat makes the differ-
ence between stagnating and growl-
ing, I guess. W^hat makes four
walls —'
"
She traced his vision out, piercing
the sea. She broke in: "W^hat
makes four walls —' what?
"
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"Like a garden instead oi a tomb,
maybe ^- where you grow instead or
die.
"
"Maybe if you could get interested
in some place, some work ....
Why not say it a— some person?
"You'd feel different then, not so
much time to think of you.'
"I feel like breaking out of my
skin somehow. Anybody'd think /
was too big for that now. " He
laug'hed. Close, his chest sounded
like a hollow drum. "You ever feel
that w^ay?
She undipped her purse, her fin-
gers immediately on the key case,
and walked hurriedly. "I must go.
Papers to correct. You know, one
never stops being a teacher.
"
At the door he touched her.
"You don't think I'm /—' replusive,
do you?
"
"Oh, no," she w^hispered, think-
ing I must look horrified because his
face is so painful. "Of course not.
You can't know how much I've en-
joyed you. If I'm leaving, it's only
because — I do have so much to do. "
So weak. Why don't I let him
know^: Make me stay with you, make
me ^-
"Then I'll see you once more to-
morrow? I've only two days left. At
five? " W^ithout answer, he was al-
ready striding down the street, tow-
ering, into the bright lights and the
glowing dark.
"Two days! " she muttered, aghast.
Now the house was a dream. She
touched things just for their feel —
the cut-glass, doilies, bric-a-brac,
plants; pulled the light on; lit the
fire in the parlor fireplace. It seemed
that light sprang sun into the tangles
of morning glory on the walls. She
stretched, a vine . . . growing.
Growing. He said I could reach
over the wall, out into the enormous
world.
Unclothed, she bathed, long,
aw^are of her own living flesh as she
sat in the tub. I'm roseate, a roseate
goddess, she laughed, sudsing.
After, she uncoiled her school-
teacher hair and let it fall touching
her shoulders like love all over, and
flirted with herself in the mirror,
naked. For a long time she sat be-
fore the fire in the parlor, letting the
flames dry her flesh. Saturated and
robed, she coiled in a chair and
w^rote him letters aloud, whispering
the words to him. M37 . . . What?
I'll leave it blank for now . . .
Tonight the whole house is alive.
The morning glories in the wall-
paper are growing as if you your-
self had come filled with the power
to make things grow^. Did you
know that now your hands are
upon me and I too am growing
under their touch? Lying here, I
can see the top of the wall and
your face, and one day my hands
w^ill curl about your neck. Then
I shall see my world w^ith your
own eyes and only yours, my ^-
She lay still. I can't go on; you
can't say it; it's too much. You can
only open up and let it come into
you and through you. She closed
her eyes, seeing him. Then she took
her pen — there's only one word big
enoug'h: She wrote over the letter.
Dear Love . . . slipped into her
bed, extended herself generously,
and lay still, waiting for the dream
to touch her willing flesh.
Dow^n the stairs the students went,
knocking, pinching, tripping ^— out
across the lawn, across the centuries-
old walk, into the town. And with
them went her weariness. The day
over! And nearing five o'clock.
She opened the closet door, stifled
by the inescapable odor of chalk and
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used books. SKe set her hat on,
turned into the mirror. /. Unbehev-
ablel She touched her face, threw
her head back and laughed, a guilty
look cast suddenly over her shoulder
. . . then backed off to peer down
the corridor. And in time: Nettie
Larson. A friend, but a vulture in
one's hfe once she'd detected the
Aveakness to tie you to her. I m soft
and she know^s it.
"Afternoon, Nettie. " She plunged
the hatpin through her coiled braid.
Joy to be so reckless!
"Blue s certainly becoming to you,
Anne. You're looking so vivacious
with that pixie hat. Mine's tattered.
But the school board will hold out.
Never will get a new one at this
rate. Mind if I walk with you. I
want to talk."
Don't you ever? But Nettie's eyes
w^ere scrutinizing and perspicacious.
Or am I imagining it, as usual?
Coat on, door locked, they walked
down the long steps, under the
colonnade of elms. Ah, the town —
have I ever seen it before? She
gulped air greedily. Nettie stared.
"Anne, what I'm to say is only
because you're the dearest friend I
have and because I've known the
school board for ever so long. Many
people I've seen come and go on this
staff'— in this tov^^n, in fact-— all be-
cause of the silliest things." She
smiled reminiscently, but it was
fraught with tension.
"Alex Poike, who wore those fan-
tastic little nineteenth-century things
—
' cravats? And you remember
Clara Stein, during the war ^- mere-
ly because she w^as German, despite
American papers and all. Oh, so
many, and I don't want you to be
one. Even if you have lived here
all your life, the fact is you've been
seen twice now with that — that
man. Heaven knows the staff would
approve of any dating you'd do,
knowing your intelligence and dis-
cretion, but the town ^- and now the
students have caught on to — its
their word ^- that character."
"Nettie--"
"Oh, I know. But didn't you
sense anything this week — today?"
"Sense anything? What're you
talking about?"
"From the students ^- the sly
smiles, the w^hispers. We've even





"Oh, it's for you, Anne, I'm wor-
ried. After all, he's only been here
a week or so and the whole town is
talking. You don't know anything
about him, w^hat his intentions here
are, and you are in danger of mak-
ing a spectacle of—'
"
"It isn't like that at all. I do know
about him, more than you can pos-
sibly imagine. What difference does
it make as long as I know? After
all, I'm an individual, a human be-
ing, and I've a right—"
"Anne i—'
"
W^ell, I have — and I'm going to
use it. W^hat right have they got to
dictate the w^hys and wherefores to
me?
"
You re not naive enough to think
right has anything to do with it.
It's a question of pressure. W^hether
the people who lead in it are stupid
and intolerant, it happens. They
don't intend to be cruel. It's so
instinctive they don't even know
what it's doing to them. Besides,
even the best of us have some of it
in us. Oh, Anne, dear—"
But Nettie's hands on her shoulders
engendered annoyance. Her whole
frame tremored. Don't touch me.
And somewhere inside she was fall-
ing. And Nettie watching with her
pouchy, w^ater-soaked, red-lidded
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teacher's eyes. Me in a few years ^
me! God ^ they want to make me
that. And I'm aheady thirty-three
and my chances are shm and this
week I felt something at last and
I'm sick for it . . .
"They can think w^hat they w^ant
to. It's my life and I'll live it. But
thank you, Nettie — thanks for your
loyalty and kindness. No —' don't
come. I'm all right.
"
She ran up the steps, muttering
"Goodbye," and plunged into the
dark hall. She was breathing an-
grily. It's so dark, I'm going to ciy
. . . No, I won't, I won't. Frail,
gray light came through the upstairs
window. She felt so dirty. She
moved w^earily to the stairs and
laboriously pulled herself up out of
the cessjwol she felt engulfed in.
Anne stared into the menu. Had
she imagined it or was Ernie really
being facetious with that winking
"Hei-Io, Miss Mead"? A lashed-
out look told her he suspected
nothing, though an indiscreet silence
had prevailed when they entered.
Brt she forgot it, bent forward,
imbibing Rand's intimacy.
"How does it feel down here
where mortals are? " she jibed.
"Greasy. " But at her whimsical
frown: "Tit for tat. Actually you've
transformed the place for me i— did
you know^ that?"
She blushed. "You imagine it.
It's very the same, has been for years.
The ow^ner — he's Greek ^- is too
tight. He has the general reputa-
tion. " She saw faces in the window.
A boy pointed. I won't notice them.
I won't give them the satisfaction.
Honestly ^ you have changed
things. After all, no one passes in
any kind of contact without chang-
ing you, or without being changed.
Why, these evenings with you.
walking, and the talks ^-
"
"Yes, I know "-you mustn't say.
Just . . . know, " she said, flicking
her eyes shut nostalgically.
After, they walked the lone way
to the bridge, a double arc of lights
skyrocketing into the fog.
"Tomorrow^ at this time I'll be
miles from here, " he said.
Tomorrow. And I . . . ?
"I w^ish you were coming along.
Such a companion I've never met ^-
honest '— in all my travels. Of
course moving's hard on a woman.
Still, there are compensations."
"I imagine. " To go with him?
But her books? her papers? the stu-
dents? I've never known anything
else. I w^as born in this tovvm. These
pavements are my life. Still ^-
"What?"
"Oh I I imagine so many things.
I've always wanted to go, but never
dared -— like most people. A summer
tiip with friends, quiet winters. Yet
there's something wonderful about
habit, I suppose.
"
"If I thought for a minute you
w^ere like certain kinds of people
who w^ould hop to it and go >—' why
I'd gamble on you anytime."
Fog blew in colder. She turned
to hide her joyful tears. In her tears
the bridge angled precariously.
"I'll be at the train depot at four
I— the New York train. Hal . . .
the only one, if you can manage it.
It'll be the last time."
The last time? She wanted to
leave instantly, to sort papers, dis-
card the F>onderous past and send
darkness out of her life.
"
At the house he took her hand.
Then unexpectedly, he drew her
close, so close that she could smell
his body, and he kissed her. He left
her, abruptly, trembling against the
door.
This time she didn't hesitate. She
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would ravage the house, tear out the
weeds that stifled her. I'll be, at last.
Visions of diamonds and first edi-
tions sold, the house locked up, and
the town behind her — No time for
sentiment now; it had always stood
in her w^ay. "Oh," she murmured,
"I can breathe at last, I can breathe!"
"But I'll lend you the money on
these if you need it that bad. Miss
Mead."
In answ^er she stared candidly into
his wide, questioning eyes that con-
templated her so fussily.
"No, no — not lend. I want to sell
them, Mr. Siegel. They'll only be a
burden from now^ on. So useless
having so many pieces — the v^^orry,
the insurance. It just isn't worth it.
"
Farewell, Mr. Siegel. Her heart
soared. The comfort of the money
in her hand. It was like that bridge.
And the gas and "water were
turned off, the lights ^ yes, all done.
But the hardest part was Nettie.
She couldn't go to her. She'd tear
the heart out of me; she'd talk and
talk until I w^as w^eak with it and
gave in; she might even lock me in.
So she wrote about caring for the
house: Because we're old friends, 1
ask it of you. I hnow '— you will feel
hurt because I didn't go to you at
once. But, dear Nettie, you'd only
try to talk me out of it, and I don't
want that; so I'm asking you . . .
And her letter of resignation, ef-
fective immediately, to the school
board w^as gone. Now —
The bell rang. The taxi! But it
was only a messenger boy.
"For me? ' A letter? "Oh, thank
you." Sensing . . . but, of course,
the feeling of disruption aWays
came at the last minute. She took
the letter to the fireplace and opened
it by the ashes of her morning's
ravishings:
Anne,
What a night of tossing and
turning I've had. I thought now
would never come: I had to get up
to tell you of the wonder of my
visit here. And I owe it all to
you. Maybe you II remember how
often w^hen we've talked I said
people change each other. Now,
at last, it's happened to me. I've
aways felt that someday I'd meet
someone who would embody for
me an outlook that meant and
created happiness. And you vs^ith
your past and your nook in what
you always were give me an
impetus toward a transformation
which has slowly been coming
over me.
I'm going back west on the bus.
It leaves in thirty minutes. May-
be you didn't intend to see me off
at the train, so I want to tell you
I'm going to try to make some-
thing of what I was bom into.
What else can I say to you but
thanks, for I ow^e you a bit of my




And she had not really bared her-
self to him, but he did not know
that. So he had heard nothing of
the tumult within her.
The bell rang again.
"I'm coming ..." Her hands
gripped the bags. An overwhelming
fatigue seemed to push the bags
along with her, down the stairs.
"To the train depot, Murph,' she
said.
"Yes, Miss Mead. * He took the
bags. She locked the house after
him.
At the depot she ordered a one-
way to New York.
"Nice day for a trip. Miss Mead.
"
Talky Arnold. Busy. Full days.
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Something — visitors swamping in
from the city? "Yes. Arnold," she
rephed. She smiled abstractly and
went out with Murph behind her.
He helped her in the coach.
"Thanks, Miss Mead."
In a few^ minutes the train moved.
As she jogged slow^Iy into the
rhythm, the town swept past, green
and blue streaked into one, the poles
meticulously cutting into it. And the
bridge appeared ^- a long, gossamer
span. Her fingers touched out to it,
but met hard glass, and the bridge
sank away under her hand. As the
train moved faster, the town tore
away from her, a dear dress, tattered
and soiled, torn off her famihar
body. She felt naked. She trembled,
thinking the man across the aisle
m^ight look up and see her. On the
verge of tears, she broke into laugh-
ing. I'm leaving, leaving at last '—
it's all for the best: "I'd never have
done it, " she muttered at the face
etched flimsily in the pane . . .
seeing the marble \valk, hearing the
steps and cries in the late afternoon
dusk as students emptied out of the
classroom, leaving her solitary and
quiet in her pencil sounds; and the
sun fell, and she opened the creak-
ing door w^here her coat hung in the







• C. J. McGrath, Jr.
You, with Your head hung low,
looking out over the hill,
can You see me hehind the
big breasts and taunting hmbs.
cannonading in a fever?
You, vv^ith Your head hung low,
looking out over the hill;
curious skips won't bring
me back, I'm woven in cloth.
Pick me out, thread by thread,
and I'll be blown by winds.
You, w^ith Your head hung low,
looking out over the hill;
wind blown threads can make
a net, but won't catch me, for
breath of footsteps never linger.
You, with Your head hung low,
looking out over the hill;
come down if You can and vs^ipe
aw^ay the sterile blood that pains
my hand where the rose thorns caught.
You, with Your head hung low,
build me a road I can take
to your hill.
Hide DD a Ski Lift
• E. H. Templin
A bubble of fear, you hang by one
Steel arm. You sag through space split down
The orange middle. Your dangling shoes
ScuiT nothingness and you close your knees.
The nude vv^ind tempts you and you look
DowTi at the red flower on the rock.
Green velvet cones of tree-tops glide
Past you, and you float on your road.
And they on theirs. A flange to them.
You ride the cable around the drum.
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The Death of a Fat Abbot
• John A. Lynch
Bells crack in the dust, wrung
From their tower, wrung with their w^eight
And cry, and the fat abbot.
Now bled, bones bruised.
Lies considerably among them.
The bombs outlasted evensong,
Starthng the sicy.
Driving the monks below their fortress unaw^are
Of the abbot in his ruined garden.
His ringed hand pleading to them.
His face shining in the fire's hght
A httle wet with blood.
That spring we came beneath his ravaged campanile
That spring the river's bed collected
Bloody limbs and various bloody gear.
And later on
All the dead
Sat up to hear citations read
Where now an old man plows the earth,
Turning the lost land for bread.
Between the river and that hill.
Hdw Is It tD Love?
• Nancy M. Halloran
Well •— let me say this
The back of my hand is not the palm
And yet they bend together
And close about one fruit.
The rain and the earth
Seek each other out
Not to possess but to mingle
To sift and separate
Gashing valleys with rivers
Throwing sea against land
Pushing hummock and hollow^ to green life.
Thus does man love





HEAD OF AN INDIAN WOMAN
Louis Feron
The Catholic and the Novel
• Rev. John W. Simons
IT
USED to be the fashion for feature writers and reviewers to make
seasonal appeals for what '— witk some naivete — they called "the great
American novel." Just wKat kind of novel they hoped to summon is
difficult to say, but I think we are safe to imagine that the novel would be
by an American, would manifest an incontestable technical mastery, and
w^ould somehow^ be obviously and uniquely American in its theme. I think
we can say that they were demanding for prose fiction a figure that would
be comparable to Walt Whitman in verse.
It is perhaps a sign of America's coming of age that such appeals are
waning. Though "the great American novel" apparently remains un-
achieved, we have grown to be content w^ith Europe's celebration of the
subtle art of Henry James and the cosmic allegory of Herman Melville.
Besides, French novelists have gone to school to HemingAvay and Faulkner,
while Nobel prizes for literature have come to our shores at not too indecent
intervals. In short, in the quarrelsome republic of letters America now has
respectable representation.
This demand for a fiction that would be specifically and exclusively
American was an indication of cultural insecurity. It was a symbol of our
desire to be free of those bonds which tied us to the European past. It was
the kind of mistaken patriotism which led Noah W^ebster to invent an
American spelling and H. L. Mencken to "plug" for an American English.
These are not the gestures of a nation calmly confident of its place in the
sun. They are the maneuvers of a people w^ho feel ill-at-ease in the larger
world. The quest for a national prose epic was a tribal quest for a uniquely
tribal achievement.
Now I mention this all but abandoned quest for "the great American
novel " in order to draw a parallel to another quest '—' the quest for "the great
Catholic novel. " It is not to my taste to deal in superlatives, and it is never
safe to assume that the literary judgments of one age will ratify those of
another. Still, we shall not be thought intrepid when we say that in Dante's
Divine Comedy we do have a great Catholic epic, in St. John of the Cross's
"Spiritual Canticle " a great Catholic lyric, and in Claudel's The Satin
Slipper a great Catholic drama. Indeed, if we play a bit loose with defini-
tions, we might even say that in Cervantes' Don Quixote we have the great
Catholic novel. Nevertheless, it is only w^hen we are very self-conscious
that we call these works "Catholic." All of them, with the interesting and
debatable exception of The Satin Slipper, are in the acknowledged main-
stream of European literature. We do not regard them as sectarian
achievements.
It is important to remember in our present context that not one of these
w^riters, Claudel once again excepted, was a self-consciously Catholic writer.
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TKe existence of other forms of Ckristianity simply dicl not impinge upon
them, or impinged so faintly as to be negligible. Claudel. on the other hand,
because he hved in a world in which powerful forces were assaihng the
unique claims of Cathohcism, felt the need to make a massive counter-
assertion of Cathohc dogma. Claudel's drama is every bit as Cathohc as
Dante s epic, but the drama manifests a defiant awareness of cultural and
rehgious cleavage. In reading or watching a Claudehan drama you are
always half hstening to a voice outside the drama — an alien and antago-
nistic voice w^hich challenges "off-stage."
The truth is that the fragmentation of Christianity which follow^ed the
period of the Reformation has made us all sectarians, has inevitably made
us aware of differences and tensions and oppositions. It is no longer possible
for us to live as if the Reformation or the Enlightenment had not taken
place, and the mere fact that we must take time in our religion classes to
study Apologetics is a symbol of our altered cultural situation. For the very
existence of Apologetics is a reminder that w^e live in a world which begs
to differ, and this sociological phenomenon has modified our approach to
both religion and life. Sometimes, perhaps, w^e show greater concern about
vindicating the Faith than in living it.
When, as in the United States, Catholics are a minority group, their
self-consciousness seduces them into strange patterns of behavior. They
w^ant to be accepted in the larger community and yet retain their identity
as Catholics. But to be accepted in this larger commiunity they must excel
in the things which this community admires. And what the community
admires is only too often established on certain secular values which tend
to drain off the vitality of the religious life. We are tempted to see in our
successes, whether in sports, science, industry, business or art, a sort of
oblique justification of Catholicism. On the other hand, we are too often
nervously defensive or brazenly aggressive when our failures, even in secular
enterprises, are called to public attention.
This is one reason w^hy I grow a bit restive when people speak glibly
about "the Catholic novel." It is almost as if Catholics w^ere resigned to
their sectarian status and simply wanted to show that if Catholics excel in
other things they can excel in fiction too. W^hether they mean the novel to
be a vindication of Catholicism or Catholicism to be a vindication of the
novel I do not know, but in either case art becomes a species of propaganda.
If we were to read that someone had made a plea for the great Episcopalian
novel ' or "the great Presbyterian novel" we would probably be amused.
And this would be because we at once realized that the adjectives were
simply denominational tags. W^e would not imagine an enrichment but
an attenuation of art.
It seems good literary diplomacy to avoid the expression "Catholic
novel." We cannot hope to convey to those outside the Faith the wealth
of connotation which the expression holds, or may hold, for us. It will
amays point to a mere sectarian achievement. And, as we have seen, even
for Catholics the expression means both more and less that we w^ould want
for it. The rhetoric of polemic has pre-empted it, and we cannot hop)e to
ransom it for our less perfervid usage. A novel is not, in essence at least,
a tract or sermon or even an exemplary tale. It is because the expression
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Catholic novel diminisKes what I would exalt that I am disinclinea to use
it at all.
We shall, I think, be more fruitfully employed if we discuss, even in a
cursory fashion, a few of the problems w^hich confront the Cathohc who is
a novehst. For the novehst does not exist in vacuo. He is a particular
individual, hving in a particular time and place, drawing his breath in a
particular cultural ambience, and trying (if he is a responsible artist) to
master the idiom of his particular endowment. We owe it to him to create
the atmosphere in whidh he can suspire, for, whatever may be said of the
other literary arts, the novel thrives on social implication. Even the most
withdrawn and introspective novelists forge a bridge between their own
highly sensitized inner world and the outer world of clamorous reality.
A Catholic novelist needs a Catholic culture if he is to reach his full stature
as a Catholic novelist.
If we look back to the accepted historical origins of the modern novel
we can see some of the reasons why it is the one literary genre in which
Catholicism experiences a certain uneasiness. The novel was the creation
of middle-class journeymen of letters of strongly Protestant bias in mid-
eighteenth century England. It was a time in which England was under-
going a profound secularization, so that even the religious sentiment which
made its way into fiction reveals a startlingly ethical and spiritual impover-
ishment. Even in Defoe, whose Puritanism was patently sincere, there is
an alarming discontinuity between religious sentiment and external action.
In Robinson Crusoe the editorial policy, so to speak, is Puritanism, but
the religion which the hero practices is the cult of worldly success. And the
subtitle of Richardson's Pamela, "Virtue Rewarded, " calls attention to
the almost unbelievable crudity of the novel's moral texture. For Pamela
is the servant-girl who, by refusing to surrender her body to her wealthy
employer, finally ensnares him into marriage.
Pamela, as we know, was the first "best-seller. " Its heroine, as Lady
Mary Wortley Montague WTote to a friend at the time of the book's appear-
ance, had become "the joy of the chambermaids of all the nations. And
these two facts have had consequences for the novel which are very much
with us today: the commercialization of the novel as an art form, and the
female predomination of the novel-reading public. Nowadays our literary
magazines divide all literature into "fiction " and "non-fiction,' and it is,
of course, the sales value of fiction w^hich has given to fiction this special
pride of place. There is aWays the scarcely concealed confession that what
sells best is best. Moreover, some years ago the "idea men " of a well-known
book club project, seeking a more emcient formula of sales promotion, made
a survey of its club members. The answers to their questionnaire revealed
that most club members were women, that they could claim at least a high
school education, that they wanted novels moving forward at a fast pace,
that they wanted "plot, " that they wanted "romance.
"
This commercialization of the novel which began with the very first
novel has in our day reached frightening proportions. "W^e have reached a
point, " wrote the late F. O. Matthiessen, "where the next best seller could
be turned out on the assembly line. It really could be assembled rather than
written. There could be in the publisher's office in New York one room for
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history, where it could be decided -whether the modes this year favored
seventeenth-century Restoration England or nineteenth century frontier
America. There could be another room to work out how far the love interest
might go, and still another where they dubbed in the dialogue . . . .
"
The fact that the novel came to birth and has grown up in this squahd
atmosphere has disturbed serious artists. They feel auenated in this w^orld
of blatant commerce. The Cathohc novehst ought to feel ahenated too.
The crass values w^hich have dominated hfe and hterature are values to
which his potential reading audience has succumbed. If a Cathohc novehst
employs specifically Catholic themes he is liable to meet w^ith a blank
incomprehension on the part of non-Catholic critics, so remote to their
experience are the truisms of our Faith. If he writes for a Catholic public,
where is he to find it? Is it the public that those Catholic novelists reach
who, content w^ith the mere "props" and fixtures of Catholicism, manage
to secularize the Faith itself?
It is difficult for the Catholic novelist to reach a large audience, or even
a fair-sized Catholic audience, w^ithout making a pact w^ith mammon.
Though the situation is improving, there is not as yet a sufficiently large
body of discriminating Catholic readers w^ho can be depended upon to be
patrons of a Catholic novelist of high artistic integrity. It is idle to issue a
summons for a more mature and sophisticated fiction when we fail to provide
mature and sophisticated readers. This is, of course, ultimately an educa-
tional problem, but it is not an educational problem of literary instruction
alone. It is one that concerns the whole hierarchy of culture values, the total
orchestration of our educational aims. And it is not an educational problem
which involves formal schooling only. It is one \vhich concerns the conduct
of cultural life in society at large »— the quality of our reviews and periodicals,
and, above all, the quality of our literary criticism.
The Catholic novelist suffers, then, because of the insecurity of his
patronage. But he suffers even more, insofar as he is a Catholic, from the
poverty of his surroundings. It is difficult, though not impossible, to find
sustenance for a Catholic art in a non-Catholic cultural environment. In
saying this I do not mean to say that the novelist is the parasite of his
environment. I merely wish to say, w^hat should surely be evident, that it is
easier to find themes w^here cultural density is greatest. The few important
contemporary Catholic novelists circumvent the poverty of their immediate
world in several w^ays: they sometimes transport us to a genuinely Catholic
past: they sometimes transport us to remote places, where the discontinuity
between religion and life can be imagined as non-existent; they sometimes
fabricate an enclave of Catholicism remote from too secular obtrusion. They
seldom come to terms with their specific environment, and when they do we
at once become aw^are of a certain tenuousness of structure and of effects
w^hich seem willed rather than inevitable.
There is another difficulty which besets the Catholic novelist, one that
seems almost insoluble. I speak of those strategies of art by which he will
evoke sin w^ithout being sin's accomplice. As New^man long ago reminded
us, we cannot have "a sinless literature of sinful man." It may not be
precisely true, as Mauriac would have us believe, that the w^hole art of the
novelist consists "in rendering visible, tangible, odorous, a world of criminal
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delights, " but it is undouDtedly true that the novelist who avoids sin avoids
man. It is not, how^ever, sin in general which creates a stumbhng-block for
novehst and reader. It is the evocation and depiction of the sin of lust.
Here again I must call attention to the precedent of Richardson's
Pamela. Our first novel, as is well-known, was epistolary ^- that is, it is
made up of an imagined correspondence between intimates. The familiar
letter affords the opportunity for a much fuller, more immediate, more
unreserved expression of the writer's private feehngs than oral conversation
usually allows. When Pamela describes the advances of Mr. B, even if
only to record her victories, she describes them with a warmth of sentiment
and with an immediacy of impact which were unprecedented in literature.
The method constitutes what has been called Richardson's "keyhole vision
of life. " It also constitutes that peculiar formula of purity wedded to
pruriency which has fashioned so many subsequent novels.
The Russian poet Pushkin acknowledges the evocative powers of
Richardson in his verse-novel Eugene Onegin. In describing Tatyana's
romantic melancholy he says in part
"She found in a romantic story
All one might care to be or know;
Living the chapters through she'd glory
In Richardson as in Rousseau.
Her father saw no harm in reading
(He was a decent chap, conceding
He lived in quite another age)
:
But then he never read a page.
He did not know that books could say things
To move you even vv^hile you slept;
He thought the tomes his daughter kept
Beneath her pillow, empty playthings;
While, on the other hand, his wife
Held Richardson as dear as life.
"
I do not have the space to enter here into the vexed problem of whether
or how7 an author may become what Mauriac terms "an accomplice in
imagination" in what he portrays, or of w^hether and how a reader lives
vicariously the situations of a novel. Modern literary theory tends to deny
such identifications and projections; modern psychological theory and experi-
ence seem to support them. My only concern is to point to a problem and
to hint that all the strategies of art have not been exhausted. Some novelists,
Henry James among them, have invented a system of symbols and pointers
which suggest sexual sin without being themselves suggestive. Moreover,
the accident of Pamela has unduly tyrannized the novel. Novels vs^hich
are unduly preoccupied with the sin of impurity are heirs to a convention
which reduces sin to sex. A Catholic novelist must not surrender to this
terrible impoverishment of Satanic powers.
Sin is palpable and observable, but Grace is not. Yet, w^e live in a
world in which Grace is constantly and insistently at work. How is the
Catholic novelist to summon the action of Grace to his novels? The answ^er
is that, except by indirection, he simply cannot do so. Even the most
powerful imagination cannot fabricate Grace. The best any Catholic
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novelist can do is to hearken to iKe drift of pinions which beats his own
clay-shuttered door and to utihze these hints and earnests with the utmost
reverence and docihty. The nearest thing to a fiction of sanctity that we
have is the work of Georges Bernanos, but even his coruscating pages are
rooted in the ordures of sin. He has resources to deal vv^ith what is apoca-
lyptic: he has none to deal with the daily and unobtrusive action of the
Holy Ghost in the lives of ordinary men.
Finally, there is the problem of what I can only call the quarrel between
Catholic belief and Catholic sensibility. Though as Catholics we all hold
the same beliefs, these beliefs are filtered through a temperament that even
the most arduous introspection will not wholly lay bare. There was only
one Man without a subconscious, and that was the God-Man, Jesus Christ.
When a Catholic novelist projects his world we must expect that vv^orld to
manifest both the grandeurs and imperfections of the sensibility from which
it is projected. Every artist creates both more and less than he intends, and
every Catholic artist will, unknown to himself, reveal the idiosyncratic
quality of his Catholicism. Thu?, when Elizabeth Sewell examined the
prevailing imagery of the novels of Graham Greene she discovered a sensi-
bility vv^hich she thought more neo-romantic decadent than Catholic. At the
same time she was careful not to tax Green for unorthodoxy. Once we
accept the fact of Original Sin, we must not be surprised to discover certain
ambiguities in the psychic life of the individuals, certain prepossessions and
emphases which stir beneath the lucent surface of consciousness. And thus
we have one more reason to be wary of such an expression as "the Catholic
novel." Orthodoxy of belief is no guarantee of orthodoxy of sensibility, and
orthodoxy of intention is no guarantee of orthodoxy of total texture.
We have now come full circle. You will have noticed that though I
have mentioned ^ if only with misgivings ^- an entity called "the Catholic
novel," I have made a grand detour around the "great" Catholic novel.
A very few words will dispose of it. A great Catholic novel will have to be
written by a great Catholic novelist, and a great novelist, rare in any case,
cannot be importuned into existence. W^hen and if he does come, he will
have learned, simply by fidelity to his gifts of art and Faith, to overcome the
obstacles, technical and cultural, of which we have taken notice. The
great artist is, like Odysseus, "a man of infinite devices." It will be our
responsibility to recognize him vv^hen he appears.
Specter
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• Thomas P. McDonnell
If sapphires could laugh,
They would be as bright
As your eyes;
If roses could sing.
Their songs would be dull
To your talk;
If the wdnd could dance.
It would falter to the touch
Of your toes;
Always I shall see
Your pirouette of love come
Spinning toward me.
Like Degas' lilt and color
Of grace all suddenly
Come to life ^-
And sapphires, roses, wind













To hold the wind.
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CHRIST ACCEPTS THE CROSS











LOOKING down upon his own
funeral, Breck Lee w^as reminded
of the old saw about heing
present "in spirit." It was apropos.
There lay his body, sober for the first
time in years, about to be put away
in a pearl grey casket. And in spite
of the raw^ March day, a few people
were out for the short graveside
service decided upon as sufficient.
Breck was a little chagrined that
there weren't more flowers, but he
had died at Bitsy's where nobody
knew him. And here, where he had
lived and really died years ago, the
usual reasons to run up a florist bill
no longer existed. Flowers w^ere sent
for the living, not the dead; and in
his case the living had all gone
away. His ex-wife, Virginia, lived
in Florida with her husband; his
daughter Bitsy was the wife of a
young lieutenant on a new post; and
his son Richard was a freshman at
Yale. Richard had made it a point
to get as far from home as possible.
Virginia ^vas quite handsome, sit-
ting beneath the canopy beside Bitsy
and Richard. She looked the way
Breck had known she ^vouId look
in middle age, well dressed and
groomed without clinging vainly to
youth. Her hair was long and done
up. Her little hat cost plenty, he
knew. He had enjoyed paying Vir-
ginia's outlandish bills. It got to be
the only thing she let him do without
intimating that someone else could
do it better.
The priest said, "In the midst of
life we are in death; of whom may
we seek for succor ..."
Someone cast a handful of earth
upon the casket and Bitsy sobbed
into the Kleenex, bless her. Richard
stared at the ground. A gust of wind
ruffled the pages of the prayer book.
The priest went on.
"The Lord be with you."
And with thy spirit," the people
murmured.
But Breck couldn't follow the
service for watching Virginia, though
not for the old reason. Love for her
had wrecked him, but now that he
was relieved of that, he was mostly
dismayed. Had he lived and died
a horrible example without teaching
her anything at all?
He scanned the onlookers hope-
fully, feeling a little guilty because
they considered him safely in hell
or thereabouts, and they were nearly
all the same. All these sober solid
citizens w^ere as blind as he had
been, blind drunk.
The first time Breck was aware
of himself, as an entity apart from
the rest of matter, he was already
alone. He w^as in his grandmother's
yard in Montgomery, playing with
something on the ground. A colored
nurse sat on the old cement curbing,
wiggling her bare black toes in the
sunshine. Another colored girl stop-
ped on the sidew^alk.




"I thought they was old folks.
"
"This the gran boy," his nurse ex-




Breck never forgot the impact of
that moment. This is me. he thought,
James Breckenridge Lee, and I'm. all
by m.yself.
The trees were very ola, tall
cedars, and the grass beneath was
hrow^nish, sparse. He began to cry.
"What ail you?" asked the
strange girl. "Yonder come a big
dog, goh git you if you cry."
The moment was still crystal clear.
He must have been around four. But
he might have been any age up to
school age. It was alw^ays the same.
His grandparents were too old to be
bothered with a child. They becK-
oned him to come, only to send him
immediately aw^ay w^ith some Negro
girl. Their dry, blue-veined hands
never touched him. When they died
he was already off at boarding
school, so young that people smiled
w^hen he went out w^ith the other
boys.
"Just a baby!" one lady gasped
in the drug store.
He didn't recall feeling unhappy
though. He was interested in things
in an objective way, and nobody was
unkind. He couldn't remember that
anyone w^as particularly kind either,
but there was no reason. W^hen he
had a problem he kept it to himself,
and it usually w^orked out. Besides,
he soon found out he had more
money than anyone else, and that
was quite a prop.
Only the vacations were bad. He
knew^ his Uncle Charles' wife didn't
w^ant him there, and he disliked
summer camps. He happened to be
the quiet, bookish type and just
didn't like to rough it. So he was
w^hat might be called emotionally
virgin w^hen he met Virginia. He
w^as in a prep school in her home
tow^n and met her at a dance. She
was getting such a rush he decided
to have a look.
She w^as not the usual belle of
the ball. She was taller, plainer,
more aloof. But she was very high
class, the fellows said, and he better
enjoy himself because he probably
wouldn't see her again till the next
dance. He soon found out w^hy. She
was a marvelous dancer, she said
the right things, and she was much
better looking close up.
Breck had turned out fairly well
himself. If too thin, he w^as still tall,
dark, and handsome. "The answer
to a maiden's prayer, " said the other
cadets w^hen he put on his blues.
"Give the girls a Breck. Ha, ha."
W^hen Virginia said he could
come over the following Sunday
night, he felt better than he'd ever
felt in his whole life. The date was
so sacred he didn't even mention it
to his roommate.
They sat on a sofa in Virginia s
parlor, and without much preamble
he was telling her things he never
dreamed of telling anyone. She lis-
tened with sw^eet gravity.
"Don't you get lonesome without
any family, Breck?
"
"I've been lonesome all my life,"
he confessed for the first time to
anyone, even to himself.
"I hop)e you won't be from now
on," she said.
He didn't even get it until she
blushed and looked away. Her hand
was warm and dry in his clammy
one, and he felt like a baby gulping
its first breath of life.
He finished the two years of prep
school in a sort of daze. Virginia's
mother consented to the marriage to
get him out of her parlor, he sup-
posed. Then too, he had all that
money and hers was beginning to
run out. Virginia was eighteen and
he w^as twenty. He still believed in
early marriages. He knew no court-
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ship could ever match tnose first
years together.
"I love you more than I'll ever love
anything or anybody, " he told her
once, and it vv^as true.
"I love you too," she always said
quickly, and in those days she
meant it.
They set up housekeeping in a
two-story colonial house with his
grandmother's antiques, and a cook
named Mattie. Mattie was the color
of a Hershey bar on a hot day.
"Do Jesus, " she would say as
she watched their youthful antics.
"Nothin but chilluni
"
There was no need for Breck to
work, but he began to long for em-
ployment. Everyone else had a job.
Virginia ran the house with meticu-
lous care, and he was frequently at
loose ends. Always an omnivorous
reader, he now^ decided he wanted to
v^rite. With no idea of the work,
craftsmanship, and heartache neces-
sary to success, he typed up a hand-
ful of pages and showed them to
Virginia.
"A short story, " he said.
Virginia read with a puzzled
frovvTi.
"I don't get it, " she said. "Doesn't
sound hke a story to me.
"
It w^as the sad consensus.
So Breck read a book on viriting
and tried again. Virginia fixed up
a study on the second floor, and he
began to spend hours at the type-
writer.
The third or fourth effort he sent
to an agent who advertized in a
magazine. "Too weak to warrant
any attempt for a sale," the agent
reported, softening the blow with
"Don't be discouraged. Write
about what you know.
"
Breck w^as eager for suggestion
and, like a bee on a blossom, now
concentrated upon romantic tales of
himself and Virginia. He wrote
quickly, happily, and the beguiling
face of young love was somehow
clear. Within the year he sold to
a slick magazine.
Virginia was exuberant.
"Let's have a party, Breck, " she
said. "Champagne and everything."
She came into her ow^n that night
and a party girl was born. Brought
up in the tradition of Southern hos-
pitality, she already knew how to
entertain. Now that she had the
wherew^ithal, she did it to a T. Her
guests didn't leave until morning.
"That was fun, " she said later,
checking the table tops for glass
rings.
"Best party I ever went to," said
Breck.
"I can do better next time, " she
said.
"Don't count your chickens, " he
warned. I might not sell another
story."
She looked at him blankly. In
the face of her own success, his was
forgotten.
"I can still have a party," she
said in quick irritation.
It was the first breath of discord
in Eden. Virginia was ready to tear
away, just a little. And because she
wearied of high romance, Breck
thought she wearied of him. He was
like an officer stripped of his rank.
Virginia was as good as her word.
She began to have bridge parties,
coke parties, luncheons, teas, dinner
parties, buffet suppers. She joined
a study club, a bridge club, a civic
club, a garden club, and the United
Daughters of the Confederacy. She
popped into Breck's study to kiss
him hello and goodbye while he
tried to hide his jealousy behind a
busy, literary front. After all he
couldn't let on that he minded a
bunch of women or a whole town.
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But he was overjoyed to find that
Bitsy was on the way. Now he
would have Virginia back, all his.
She would need him. She would
be fat and round-faced and sick.
She was nothing of the sort. Her
face was radiant with health. Her
smocks were charming, and she had
a dinner party the night before Bitsy
was born. People flocked to the hos-
pital as soon as she was conscious.
Her room overflowed with flowers.
Doctors and nurses were entranced.
Here in the midst of disease and
death was hfe, and hfe abundant.
Bitsy was looked at, admired, and
forgotten. The whole thing turned
out to be another party for Virginia.
"What's the matter with you?
"
she asked Breck. "Aren't you
happy?
"
"Yeah, sure, " he said. "I just . . .
"
"Well, don't look so glum. You're
getting to be a wet blanket.
"
He w^ent to Birmingham and
bought a diamond for her right
hand. He hunted all over town and
picked the very lovehest.
"You're sweet, Breck, " she said.
"W^hat a rock, " said her friends.
Back at home, Bitsy cried with
colic and after a day of callers Vir-
ginia couldn't wake up at night. She
groaned and hugged the pillow^ so
stubbornly that Breck took over.
Floundering alone with his tiny,
helpless babe, rocking, reading the
baby book for what to do next, he
often felt that he hved in a night-
mare where Virginia moved farther
and farther away. His efforts to
please began to bring indifference or
contempt. Resistance brought cold
anger.
He could no longer vsTite ro-
mances. He sat in his study and
read books on plot and character-
ization. He labored over manu-
scripts and got back rejection shps.
'Ah, don't w^orry, " said Virginia.
"You don't need the money.
"
"But I want to earn something. I
want to succeed. Maybe if you read
this, you could help ..."
"I will tonight.
"
But tonight she v^^as always busy.
It never occurred to him to find an-
other reader, another friend. It never
occurred to him to care for anyone
else at all. He had given his love to
Virginia. If it had become a bauble
like the diamond, it was hers never-
theless.
The parties became drinking
parties by degrees. As the jokes,
tricks, and people began to grow
dull, alcohol brought back a sparkle.
So the crovi^d reduced itself to
five or six couples with constitutions
rugged enough to take dissipation,
and consciences flexible enough to
erase any previous night. They came
to know each other as well as they
knew themselves. Dru.nk, they let
down the bars of inhibition and
yielded up their inmost secrets. It
w^as the test of brotherhood that each
must disclose a weakness as vulner-
able as the next. With this baptism
they forgave themselves and each
other.
Breck w^as the last to come
through. Always reticent, he be-
came more so. He passed canapes,
filled glasses, and listened with sober
propriety — until the night he found
Virginia kissing Dave Marshall in
the kitchen. He had gone in for
more ice, and there they were.
They pulled apart and stared w^ith
the naked, "caught " look that brooks
no doubt.
Breck smiled vaguely.
"I just ^^ excuse me,' he said and
turned a-way, the empty ice bucket
still in his hand.
He felt like the survivor of a
wreck, returning to consciousness
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with the peculiar numbness that
precedes great pain.
It was a summer night, very hot,
and a bar had been set up on the
porch. He had to go through the
hving room to get there. Several
couples were dancing. Juha Mar-
shall, Dave's wife, was on the sofa
with someone. When she saw him
she got up quickly.
"What's the matter. Breck?" she
said.
He let her take his arm.
"Are you sick? " she said.
"I want a drink." he said.
Juha was nice '^ nothing special,
just another human being. He sat
on the ghder and she handed him a
drink and chaser.
"You finally caught on? " she
asked. He didn't answer.
"Don't let it get you down. Per-
sonally, I don't care.
"
"You're lucky, " he said and got
up.
Without speaking to anyone he
went up to his study and closed the
door behind him. Things grew
stiajigely quiet below. Juha must
have spread the news. The party
broke up before midnight.
Virginia hesitated in the hall be-
fore going on to their empty bed-
room. When she turned off her hght
all was quiet for the night.
But fully dressed on the couch in
his study, Breck w^as still awake at
three A.M. He was hke a prisoner
tortured first with lashes of jealousy,
then anger, and finally self pity. He
could neither think nor plan, only
feel. At four he went down to the
sideboard and brought back a bottle.
When he came to, it was noon of
the following day. Someone was
knocking on the door.
Virginia stood in the hall in a
fresh summer dress. Her good, well-
bred complexion was clear. Her eyes
were as candid as ever.
"W^ant some lunch? " she said.
He had quite a head.
"Just a cup of coffee, " he said
politely. "Tell Mattie to bring it.
"
He shut the door and lay back
down. The usual reasons to get up
and start a day were no longer valid.
All he asked of life was relief from
the headache,
Virginia brought in a tray with
breakfast. He got up painfully,
stood as in the presence of a strange
lady.
"Oh, for God's sake, sit down,
"
she said.
She put down the tray and poured
coffee.
"I'm sorry about last night, " she
said. "It didn't mean anything and
you know it.
'
"I know," he said.
"No, you don't, " she said angrily.
"You're just morbid and jealous and
want to feel sorry for yourself.
"
He drank the coffee without an-
swering. Virginia stared out the
window.
"I'm going to town, " she said at
last and left him.
W^hen the headache let up, Breck
dressed and went downstairs. Mat-
tie had Bitsy in the back yard. He
put her on his shoulder and walked
until she felt like lead, then shifted
her to his back and walked home.
Dave Marshall was waiting on the
porch, alone. He got up and hurried
out.
"Breck, I'm sorry," he said. "Hit
me. I'll feel better."
"Forget it, " Breck said and shook
hands. "Let's have a drink.
"
"Not me," said Dave. "I'm on
the wagon for life."
Dave had been snitching thrills.
In the broad light of discovery it
was obvious that he had no inten-
tion of breaking up either Breck's
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family or Kis own.
So the Maishalls dropped out of
the picture at once, hut so did the
element of trust. To Breck every
new acquaintance w^as now a po-
tential lover for Virginia. Every old
friend was suspect. He was uKe a
man with a fatal disease waiting for
death. And when his pain de-
manded rehef, hquor seemed to be
the remedy.
At first he drank only to get
through parties, and on the surface
hfe went on as before. Virginia put
on five pounds and he lost ten. Bitsy
marched off to school. He continued
to write without success.
"Why don't you take up some
other hobby? " asked Virginia.
"It's not a hobby, " he tried to
explain.
The truth was, it had become a
sort of obsession. For as his stature
dwindled in the eyes of Virginia, his
determination to succeed grew and
enlarged out of normal proportion.
If he could sell and become famous,
he reasoned, Virginia might be
sorry. She would be forced to re-
spect him at least.
He wrote doggedly, polishing
every sentence. He worked most of
the day and often at night. Enrolled
in a course from a commercial writ-
ing school, he felt briefly better.
"Go back to light themes and
happy endings," the instructor ad-
vised.
But Breck no longer believed in
happy endings. His light themes
sank hke sad souffles.
Richard was born the day Vir-
ginia was twenty-eight, but this time
it was a party she hadn't planned.
The only flowers were from a few of
their drinking companions. It had
been established around town that
the Lees were interested in nothing
but pleasure, and people in general
did not approve.
Looking at her infant son Virginia
said, "Now^ we've brought some-
body else into it."
She named him for her father '—
a real man, she told Breck.
And Richard, as though born with
the know^Iedge that his parents had
enough problems without him, gave
no trouble at all. All his life he
w^as cautious and quiet as though
reluctant to bring himself to any-
one's attention.
Breck hardly knew him at all, for
he was only three w^hen the Wilsons
came to town. John W^ilson was
a doctor and his wife was a beauty.
Virginia was charmed and the at-
traction vs^as mutual. Mary W^ilson
w^as no Phi Beta Kappa, but she
was agreeable and she was kind.
"Tell your plot to Mary, Breck,"
Virginia bantered, when they were
friends.
Mary nodded and smiled.
"How does it end?" was all she
cared to know^. While Breck drank
himself into oblivion, she recited
endless, complicated plots from
magazines she read.
Meanwhile Virginia and John
W^ilson fell in love. Breck knew^ at
once. Virginia looked lovely, young.
W^hen the W^ilsons were around
she glowed with a soft, inner radi-
ance. When they were absent she
stared into space.
Breck braced himself w^ith liquor
and she no longer nagged.
"Could I get you a toddy? " she
began to ask.
She languished in bed with colds
and headaches. Doctor W^ilson
must drop by with his satchel. There
were no longer other guests. She
and Breck went nowhere but to
Mary and John's.
Breck demanded more of his
remedy. He must now get through
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sleepless nig^hts, the mornings after,
and finally afternoons as well.
In time, Doctor Wilson had to
come see him.
"You're on the skids, boy, " said
his friend. "There's a good place
in Birmingham. Why not go up for
a couple of weeks?
"
Breck was not so far gone as to
be unaware of the long silence pre-
ceding the doctor's departure down-
stairs. W^hen the front door closed,
Virginia's heels choked off briskly
to the kitchen.
Breck tried another hair of the dog
that bit him and w^oke up in a sani-
tarium. There were alcohohcs, neu-
rotics, dope addicts, and in one
wing, psychotics. There were bars
on the windows and locks on the
doors. Breck had staved off sobriety
for months, but now it was forced
relentlessly upon him and there
seemed no end to his pain. He hurt
all the v^^ay back to Virginia's kiss-
ing Dave Marshall, and up to the
tenderness with which she looked at
John W^ilson. He hurt all along the
path of mounting coldness she had
adopted toward him. Phrases, ges-
tures, looks cut to some inner quick
beyond all hope of relief. It was
the month of December and he lay
in bed listening to dead oak leaves
rattle on the roof as he suffered.
Morning and afternoon the doctors
came '-- first one and then another.
They sat beside his bed and lit
cigarettes, asked casual questions,
tried in vain to lure him into pro-
fessional confidence. But he had no
notion of telling anyone that his
wife was overboard for somebody
else and that's why he had gone to
pot. In the first place, he knew it
was not entirely true. It was a fact
that Virginia had failed him, but
she was only human and anyone
else might have done the same. Be-
sides, if she had loved him as he
wished, she might have died and
left him. He would have lost her
all the same. And again, if she had
loved him as he wished, he might
have wearied of her, or so he tried
to think.
No, he couldn't blame Virginia.
He must blame some weakness in
himself, some inability to cope w^ith
his own inordinate, misplaced love.
He went home sober and neat and
steady, resolved to take whatever
blows might fall. The W^ilsons
might fade out as the Marshalls had
done. He would stay on the wagon
and see.
But Virginia had everything all
worked out.
"I vi^ant a divorce, Breck, " she
said. "I want to start over,
"
"I was hoping v^^e could start over
together, " he said.
"No, thank you, " she said em-
phatically.
He had a lawyer friend w^ho, fail-
ing to talk him out of a generous
settlement, fixed everything up with
a minimum of bother.
"You're crazy, son, " said the law-
yer. "I wouldn't give her a thin
dime."
Public opinion was solidly against
Virginia. People didn't want any-
body breaking rules they had to
keep. It wasn't fair.
Breck was the first to leave town.
He packed up and left without a
goodbye, a final drunken scene, or
anything at all. Melodrama was the
only thing he never stooped to.
He went back to Montgomery to
his grandfather's house, now a
second-rate rooming place. He set
up his typewriter, flanked it with
pictures of his ex-family, and made
a last try at fame and fortune. He
wrote a tragic love story straight
from the heart and polished every
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word. When it came back tKe last
time Ke accepted defeat like a rejec-
tion slip from the world at large.
It took nearly fifteen years to fin-
ish himself off.
He wrote Bitsy regularly until
the shakes got too bad. His letters
were really good fiction, wise and
brave and often witty. He found
out later that she kept them all.
He never knew what to say to
Richard. When he felt well enough,
he went downtown and sent a gift,
vvrhatever the clerk said a boy "that
age" might like.
He went to a hospital and sobered
up for Bitsy's wedding. She wanted
him to give her away and he did it
creditably, he hoped. When he got
down for the last time someone at
the rooming house wrote her. She
and the lieutenant came and took
him there to die.
His guardian angel took over at
once.
"I'm afraid I've got an awful
record, " Breck apologized. "I w^as
all right until I fell in love. I
couldn't seem to handle love.
"
"Oh that's the universal prob-
lem," said the angel. "You see, most
people never get beyond loving
themselves, and that doesn't make
them happy.
"
"Oh, " said Breck, beginning to
feel better. "1 didn't care about my-
self. It was Virginia.
"
"Not really, " said the angel.
Breck didn't want to disagree with
an angel.
His friend smiled with under-
standing. "As a matter of fact it
was yourself you loved in Virginia,
your own likings, taste, desires.
"
"I don't follow you now^, " said
Breck. "If I didn't love Virginia,
who ever loved anybody?
"
"Now^ and then someone goes
beyond personal attachments," the
angel explained. "There are classic
examples.
"
Breck had to stop and think.
"Let's look around a bit before
we go on. It will open your eyes,
"
said the angel. "Let's watch your
funeral."
So the funeral was over and Bitsy
got up, still w^eeping for a father
she never really had. Beside her,
thoroughly uncomfortable, was Rich-
ard, the loneliest kid in the world.
Breck saw his own children
starved for love, both of them.
He glanced around the small de-
parting crowd. The faces of his old
friends were sad, their smiles like
make-up put on to cover the scars
of living, the dread of dying. Hun-
gry for love, all of them.
"Come along, " said the angel at
his side.
"I missed the whole point, didn't
I? " said Breck, sick at heart.
"I'm afraid you did," the angel
said pleasantly. "Tomorrow we'll
see a few^ others you might have
helped along. Some are sick, some
hungry, some just lonely like you
were.
'
"Don't show^ me, " said Breck. He




Lines for My Father
# Raymond Roseliep
Father you were no philosopher
when you saia as literal
as death. "Things grow so quietly at night,
and God makes them tall and beautiful;
He works His will inside the bud and flower."
You were higher than Aquinas
or my other gods w^ho probe a thought
and send it seeding only in the wind:
you were the pKjet I had not heard till then,
who took some words and let them blossom.
Since you spoke, I have felt it grow
but have not seen God touch our rambler stem.
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The Man with the Brief Case
• Pauline BeU
THERE ARE two kinds of men wKo walk about the earth carrying a
brier case. One is the insurance salesman and the other is the prospec-
tive Ph.D. Everyone knows what is in the brief case of the insurance
salesman: poncies, rate books, informative booklets on "What Our Pohcy
Will Do For You," and the hke. But no one knows, not even the owner,
what may be found in the brief case of the prospective Ph.D. The basic
equipment changes from day to day, season to season, and year to year.
An approximate inventory runs hke this: three packs of 3 x 5 cards, ten
packs of 5 X 8 paper or cards, one ream of blank paper, one ream of aheady-
filled paper, two bottles of ink, three handfuls of paper chps, one thermos
bottle of black coffee, one copy of last w^eek's newspaper, one carton of
Hershey bars for quick energy, one carton of chewing gum for release
of tension, a paper bag marked "Lunch," a paper bag marked "Supper,"
an extra apple unmarked, two bottles of aspirin, miscellaneous spare parts
(pencils, pens, typewriter ribbons, an extra pair of glasses), a pencil
sharpener, a magnifying glass, and several rocks for paperweights.
The equipment in the brief case is accompanied by equipment of a
less tangible nature in the head: possible format of dissertation, possible
chapter headings, isolated paragraphs, isolated statistics, rough introduction,
rough conclusion, skeleton preface, skeleton bibliography, favorite words,
catchy phrases, titles to be underlined under all circumstances, titles to be
quoted under all circumstances, titles not to be underlined or quoted under
any circumstances, substance of manual "w^ithout which this work could
not have been footnoted," acknovs^ledgments "without whom this work
could not have been written," and an explosion of massive virginal data
without w^hich there w^ould be no doctoral dissertation at all.
It is because of this equipment of the head that uninformed persons
continue to think of the professor ^ or the pvotential professor — as absent-
minded. This kind of thinking has no foundation in fact. Such a man
may forget his own telephone number or whether or not he has eaten his
breakfast, and he may leave home in his bedroom slippers. He may hand
the cashier a handful of paper clips in lieu of money and he may write
with a letter opener in lieu of pen. He may do any number of apparently
irrational things but never because he is afcsenf-minded. He does them, on
the contrary, because his mind is both present and full of that matter without
which he cannot function in his academic world.
The life of the Man with the Brief Case falls naturally and ruthlessly
into patterns, patterns of time and place and activity. When his life is
traced chronologically, the divisions are seen to follow the conventional
time sequence: First Year, Second Year, Third Year, Fourth Year, Fifth
Year, and so on, almost indefinitely. This pattern is not particularly interest-
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ing and can only be enduredl. A more significant classification may be
seen in the pattern of Places-in-wKich-Working, of which there are usually
three: the university campus, the hbrary, and, as a last resort, the home.
When the student begins his graduate study, he is enrolled in formal
classes and seminars at the university and is said to be "in residence.
This phrase has a high degree of accuracy about it, and there are many
on the campus who would testify under oath that it is hterally. wholly, and
incontrovertibly true. He resides at the university. After completing the
years of class and seminar w^orlc in residence, the student begins to break
away from the campus proper and to initiate an individual research project,
at which time there is also a change of address. He is now^ in residence
at the library. This may be the city public library or any one of several
local university libraries, or for a period of days or weeks or months the
John Crerar Library in Chicago, the University of California Library in
Berkeley, the How^ard-Tilton Memorial Library in New Orleans, the public
library in Cleveland, the Library of Congress in Washington ^ any one or
all or more ^^ but the Place-in-which-Working is the library.
It is at this time that it becomes useful to classify his life on the basis
of activities w^hich lead to the dissertation. These activities are four, and
they fall into periods which may be described as the Period of Accumula-
tion, the Period of Amalgamation, the Elarly Period of Wrestling-w^ith-the-
Situation, and the Late Period of Wrestling-with-the- Situation. During
the Period of Accumulation he accumulates Data. Data are the substance
of the dissertation. These are derived from original sources which may be
manuscripts, letters, newspapers, contracts, sermons, handbills, minutes of
meetings — anything new or old on any subject w^hich has not been written
before. He must be a pioneer in his ow^n Data field. But he does not
begin with Data. He begins with a Datum, and he goes from Datum to
Datum, reading, thinking, and writing down notes on the 5x8 cards or
papers until his brief case, his pockets, and his hat are full, and then he
brings the first batch of Accumulated Data home to be stored temporarily
in filing cabinets devised especially for the purpose. These are apple boxes,
pear boxes, reinforced tomato crates, family suitcases, several clothes closets,
and a few^ high shelves in the garage. When all of the filing cabinets are
filled, the student enters the Period of Amalgamation. He is now in
residence at his residence. He sits down on the floor in the center of a
sealed room, surrounded by all of the Data, and he thinks '— hard. After
several months he picks up a Datum and puts it w^ith another Datum.
Then another Datum with another, another w^ith another, and so on. This
amalgamating must not be done haphazardly. It must be done thought-
fully and according to a Master Plan of the student's choice. He may
combine Data which are "like " or "nearly like" in a Plan of Comparison.
He may combine Data which are "unlike " in a Plan of Contrast. He may
combine a big Datum with little Data for Examples and Instances. Or he
may arrange the Data so that Datum One is early. Datum Two is late.
Datum Three is later. Datum Four is later yet, and Datum Five doesn't get
there at all. This is the Chronological Plan. After all the Data have
been amalgamiated in accordance with the Master Plan and the student
can think of nothing by way of postponement, he knows that he must enter
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the Early Period of Wrestling-with-the-Situation. He must now write
something ahout tKe Data. There is very little to be said about this period.
The Amalgam^ated Data are the Situation and the Wresthng is in the
writing. Ten months and four hundred sixty- five wastebaskets later, Rough
Draft of Dissertation is complete. Because this is a very rough Rough
Draft, the Late Period of Wresthng-w^ith-the-Situation is necessary. This
requires nine hundred twenty-seven wastebaskets which contain deletions,
faulty transitions, fine examples of incoherence, syntactical errors, redun-
dancies, etc. When all of the wastebaskets have been filled, the
accumuIated-amalgamated-vvT-estled-with dissertation should be a smooth,
well-rounded production and the student should be a rough, well-
drained emaciation.
After the dissertation has been approved, there is in the end an oral
examination before a board of scholars who ask questions on anything and
everything that the student may or may not have learned during the First
Year, Second Year, Third Year . . . from all the Places-in-which-Working
. . . and through the Accumulating, the Amalgamating, and the two
Wresthngs from which the doctoral dissertation has evolved.
Several hours later, the Man wath the Brief Case can be found in
his home. He sleeps — to the end that the terminal degree shall not
indeed prove terminal.
News from Duter Space
• John Felt
Eyes motionless, and pure as hght,
we whirl a thousand years away;
into the circle of our time
we bring you, yet you stay,
dumb throats keening to the sky,
on worlds we ring. The sounds you chose
were quick with hfe and dirt; now pure
and continent your words enclose
their own meridians, inscribe
as timeless from an ancient grave
as our hands race, scribbhng news
from the bravely new, the new^Iy brave.
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